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About This Game

You discover a pony-foundling on your porch. Will you be able to raise it to adulthood? Play, feed, care for, wash and do your
best to keep your pet happy.

You can even create your own unique pony, Pegasus or alicorn!

Features:

 Up to 12 pets

 Advanced customization options for your pony: hairstyles, cutie marks, hats and accessories

 4 pony races

 Create your home how you like: arrange furniture, paint and create new rooms

 Lots of toys to try out

 Achievements
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This game was my childhood 10/10.
Brought back so many memories.. it has a good message. On paper, this would be one of my favorite games. I love top-down
arcade shooters, and resource trading\/management, and upgrade loops. Zotrix has all of these things, and it does them all in a
very mediocre way.

The shooting, where you'll spend most of your time, is incredibly boring and easy. Enemies will slowly march onto the screen,
single file, where you will immediately wipe them all out by firing in a straight line - even without any upgrades. As the game
grows in difficulty (at a glacier pace), occasionally two lines of enemies will come out simultaneously, which means you might
miss a few, so you'll get fewer credits at the end of the level.

You're never really in danger, and you easily become disinterested. This is not how you should feel when you're alone in space
against thousands of aliens.

Resource trading is also devoid of complexity or meaningful choices. Different stations sell different resources at different
prices - but you can preview the price of any resource of every station before making the trip, meaning that there is no decision
making, no research, and no risk at all. You can expect a small (5-10%) profit every single time you make a jump. This adds
absolutely nothing to the game.

Upgrades are weird and usually trivial. It's hard to know what things do or why you'd need them. Nothing that I found changes
the game at all; it's simply bigger numbers (more damage to a primary blaster cannon, etc).

On top of all this, you'll find numerous quality-of-life annoyances throughout the entire game. There's no Sell All button in the
resource trading, so you have to type in all the numbers by hand (also, no numpad support). Sound effects for shooting are
obnoxiously loud, completely obscuring the music. English is likely not the developer's first language - you'll see numerous
grammatical oddities. Et cetera.

Zotrix is an unpolished, uninteresting game that does not even come close to its potential. Avoid.. The game was short, but lots
of fun!. Anyone used to platform games will blow through the entire game in a few mniutes, this is the biggest negative for the
game. I don't think there is much replay value either but then the game is low cost. The platforming is pretty basic with a fun art
style. It would be something kids might like.. Beauty Bounce... Lets see, very sexy game... Umm what else? Oh, I was done in
like 30 minutes. Very short game. Saved $2 because it was on sale... First anime girly game for me. Would I recommend it?
Yurp. I would buy other titles from the developer...But I am broke asf.. HOGs are my go to genre when I just want to relax from
my hard core gaming habit.

While these game are relatively simple, they do require you to use some brain power but in a relaxing kind of way. The good
HOGs have an involving story the poor ones simply just have you find objects.

The Sirens call, is a good HOG game. Actually this developer is quite good at this genre and gives the interested gamer a lot for
their money. Like its other games, Nightmares from the Deep: The Sirens Call has good producton values, a nice story, good
puzzles and generally fair HOG puzzles and music worthy of any AAA games.

This game is a sequel and I did like the emotional story of the first game better, but as far as HOG games go, The Sirens call
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was a great tale. And of course they set up the game ending with the promise of another sequel. And no, I did not feel cheated.
The sequel will be anohter story.. A pack with 6 hidden object/puzzle games.
Not everyone has the same interest or quality, however.
Krnoville: Stolen Dreams, seemed to be inconnexed, boring and ugly.
Panopticon: Path of reflections is a tad better, with good translation but, minigames or puzzles are confussing.
Cruelgames was ok, overall.
In the Lake House quality is a couple of steps up.
The other side: Tower of Souls: has same or more quality than the Lake House, its curious, original even than graphics are a bit
chilly.
Mexicana is the best one of all them, nice quality, original graphics, story and puzzles. Some very easy, some very difficult, a bit
of everything.
Well, for its price, at least the three latest worth the money. Good puzzles and some segments are genuinely scary
Kudos to the developer!. ITS A WALKING SIMULATOR GAME!?
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Really fun game, retro graphics and allround great to jump in for a quick game and have some fun.. The mechanics of an old fps
without any of the design. Bland open environments with arbitrary clusters of enemies, which respawn a few times per level as
you collect weapons. It's full of baffling design choices like Doom's charging Demon's equivalent being a tiny figure muted
against the background, with a passive attack pattern: grunt, charge, stand around. I found myself comically looking around after
a grunt trying to find them.

Nothing special, certainly no Doom let alone Heretic\/Hexen, but fun enough, I suppose.. It seems like despite the indie retro-
craze that's been going strong for the past few years, many of them, while awesome, fail to capture that old school 90s insanity
that I find myself aching for when playing a classic on an emulator just doesn't hit the spot. This baby doesn't disappoint -
especially if you can grab it during a Steam Sale like I just did. The atmosphere, humor, sound and feel of the action all come
together to form a pretty hilarious and addictive package of nonsensical carnage. If you dug games like Zombies Ate my
Neighbors and Smash TV, pick this one up. It doesn't have the exploration they did, but the feel is right at home.. love the
game!!!!. What is this? A good Back to Basics game? HA! Of course not! For a first game from an inexperienced dev its ok, but
when I made some games like that I let people play them for free.... Why not try it. Quite a fun game that will give you a few
hours of entertainment.
I haven't seen a game like it before.
Still runs flawlessly on Windows 7 SP1, be it the graphics now day don't look great, but the design is good.
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